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Abstract—Convincing conversational agents require a coherent set of behavioural responses that can be interpreted by a human observer as indicative of a personality. This paper discusses the continued development and subsequent evaluation of virtual agents based on sound psychological principles. We use Eysenck’s theoretical basis to explain aspects of the characterization of our agents, and we describe an architecture where personality affects the agent’s global behaviour quality as well as their backchannel productions. Drawing on psychological research, we evaluate perception of our agents’ personalities and credibility by human viewers (N=187). Our results suggest that we succeeded in validating theoretically grounded indicators of personality in our virtual agents, and that it is feasible to place our characters on Eysenck’s scales. A key finding is that the presence of behavioural characteristics reinforces the prescribed personality profiles that are already emerging from the still images. Our long-term goal is to enhance agents’ ability to sustain realistic interaction with human users, and we discuss how this preliminary work may be further developed to include more systematic variation of Eysenck’s personality scales.
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1 INTRODUCTION

We are all familiar with people in our daily lives demonstrating relatively stable, and often predictable, sets of behavioural characteristics. From such perceptions we automatically make judgements about the personalities of those we interact with. We need to be able to make the same kind of judgements about virtual agents. The credibility of such agents is dependent on them being perceived as coherent entities. To date, many of the behavioural characteristics that we use to make such automatic judgements (e.g. facial expressions, head and eye movements etc.) have been added to virtual agents in a way that is based, at best, on intuition. However, as we move toward a situation in which virtual agents are required to sustain extended durations of single interactions with users, the believability of such intuitively based ad hoc characters is likely to break down. We propose that it is essential for virtual agents to display physical appearance and behavioural characteristics that are sufficiently coherent to allow users to make the same kinds of inferences about personality that they continually make about the people around them in their daily lives. We anticipate that the coherence across behavioural characteristics generated in this way will add depth to people’s perception of the characters – thus sustaining the ‘believability’ of the character over longer periods of time.

Our work is part of the European project SEMAINÈ¹, which aims to provide a multimodal system that allows interaction with conversational agents, or Sensitive Artificial Listeners (SAL). These virtual agents are designed to sustain realistic interaction with human users, despite having limited verbal skills. In this case we are not building these characters from scratch. The agents have gone through several developmental stages as the role of the human operator has decreased and

the autonomy of the agent has increased. In the early stages of this evolution, the appearance, behaviour and dialogue content were largely based on the intuition of the designers [1]. However if our agents are to demonstrate psychologically plausible behaviour, a theoretically sound approach to character development is required. Within the context of human-machine interaction, one of the most important features of a believable agent is a distinct personality [2]. Furthermore, research suggests that human users interpret the behaviour of virtual agents using the same social rules which are used to understand people [3]. Agents are considered "believable" when they are perceived to portray the qualities and behaviours typical of different personality types. For the purposes of this study, we thus consider believability and personality to be largely inter-connected, with genuine believability of an avatar depending on the perception of a personality. Trait models of personality assume that traits influence behaviour, and that they are stable, fundamental properties of an individual. In addressing the issue of believability in virtual agents, Ortony [4, p.202] similarly refers to the need for consistent and coherent (i.e. believable) characters, and he argues that production of truly believable agents will require using personality as a ‘generative engine’ which contributes to the coherence, consistency and predictability of their behavioural responses.

Currently we are attempting to shape the continuing development of the agents in ways that are more consistent with existing psychological knowledge about the links between, on the one hand, physical appearance and behaviour and, on the other, judgements about personality. Based on the same sound psychological framework, four distinct characters (SAL agents) have been created - each employing individual dialogue strategies, and displaying different reactions. Full explanation of how we selected Eysenck’s theory of personality and comprehensive information on the continuing development of our agents with different behaviour propensities are presented in [5]. This current paper provides a brief overview of how our choice of theory allowed us to remain computationally tractable yet still retain a realistic level of complexity to influence personality in virtual agents. A summary of the SAL architecture is also provided, where we outline how personality influences not only the behavioural characteristics of the virtual agents, but also their communicative styles. We then focus on our recent work undertaken to evaluate perception of agents’ personality and credibility by human viewers.

1.1 Selecting Eysenck’s theory
Psychological research on personality attribution tends to use one of the two main theories (five-factor [6] or three-factor model [7]). The five-factor model is a modern lexical (language based) approach. It is one of the most widely used trait theories and posits five main, relatively independent personality dimensions: extraversion, neuroticism, openness to experience, agreeableness and conscientiousness. In comparison, Eysenck developed a model based on traits which he believed were heritable and had a probable biological foundation. The three main traits which met these criteria were extraversion-introversion, neuroticism-emotional stability, and psychoticism. Eysenck’s dimensions of extraversion and neuroticism are virtually identical to the similarly named traits of the five-factor model and psychoticism corresponds to low agreeable-
ness and low conscientiousness combined [8].

There is a continued debate in the literature [9] as to which of the two main models is more theoretically appropriate for understanding human characteristics. In addition it has been argued that virtual agents need easily controlled parameters [10], and for the purposes of this study we deemed it appropriate to start with the simpler of the two traits models to explore whether a convincing character could be developed based on three rather than five dimensions. We also wanted to avoid the strongly lexical foundation on which the five-factor model is based. The key point however is that Eysenck attempted to provide not merely a description of personality, but an explanation of cause. The merits of adopting this type of approach are that its biological underpinnings can provide a starting point for generating specific response patterns of behaviour - and thus believability - in virtual agents.

2 BUILDING PERSONALITY

Our objective was to provide a sound theoretical basis to generate behavioural characteristics which should allow an observer to infer a defined personality. Personality predicts specific behaviours, and individual personality types are deduced from personality questionnaires, i.e. the self-reported answers to questions about behaviours. In developing credible artificial agents we needed to move in the opposite direction and generate consistent sets of behavioural attributes from personality theory.

2.1 Modeling agents with distinctive behavioural characteristics

Agents’ behavioural tendencies were modelled using the approach developed by [11] where an agent is defined by a baseline, which captures the agent’s global behaviour tendency in terms of the preference the agent has in using a modality (head, gaze, face, gesture, and torso) and on the expressive quality of each of these modalities. This baseline is defined as a set of numeric parameters. Modality preference refers to the agent’s degree of preference in using each available modality to communicate, whereas the behaviour expressivity is represented by the set of 6 parameters (frequency, speed, spatial volume, energy, fluidity, and repetitivity) for each modality which influences the quality of the agent’s movements as proposed by [12]. Thus, a baseline contains 35 parameters (1 degree of preference and 6 expressivity parameters for each one of the 5 modalities considered in our system). For example, through the baseline we can specify an agent that conveys information mainly with its face, gaze, gesture, or head movement and that has the tendency to move slowly, or in a faster manner on these modalities. Table 1 shows the baseline for each SAL agent for the two modalities of ‘face’ and ‘gesture’.

2.2 Defining behaviour of SAL characters

Our next challenge was to consider how to translate stable traits into personality-dependent behavioural characteristics. Within the psychological literature, the major categories typically used to classify nonverbal behaviour are facial expressions, eye and visual behaviour (e.g. gaze), and paralanguage. By identifying and setting these types of parameters, it is
possible to equip the agents with specific documented behaviour characteristics [11], [12], [13], [14], which relate to personality traits.

Although the literature describing behaviours associated with particular human personalities is not couched in the same terms used to describe the agents, we can begin by using the human research to help us specify the development parameters for our characters. The application consists of a system of Sensitive Artificial Listeners (SAL), designed to sustain a conversational interaction with a human user via generation of nonverbal behaviour in real time. Four psychologically different personality types have been created, each trying to draw the human user into their own emotional state: Poppy is outgoing (extraverted) and optimistic; Spike is angry and argumentative; Obadiah is gloomy and depressed; and Prudence is pragmatic and practical. Fig 1 portrays the four SAL facial models.

As explained in the following, we have associated sets of physical appearance and behavioural characteristics to each of the SAL personality types. Whilst the agents have not been provided with every attribute associated with their intended personality trait, each agent is imbued with some of these characteristics.

**Physical appearance.** Poppy has been given an attractive appearance and a friendly facial expression, because we want people to attribute positive personality characteristics. The facial expressions of extraverts tend to be friendly [15], with positive personality attributions likely to be projected on to those possessing attractive faces [16]. Spike’s facial features have been set in a permanently angry configuration because he exhibits hostile behaviour so frequently. This agent’s dispositional qualities of being angry and argumentative relate to psychoticism, which involves elements of aggression, coldness and impulsivity. Facial expressions of anger are demonstrated with frowning eyebrows and staring eyes [17], with increased facial threat typified via prolonged direct eye gaze and wide eyes [18]. Prudence has been given a symmetrical facial appearance, her hair is pulled back in a business-like manner, and she wears glasses. Designed to appear practical and pragmatic, Prudence’s defining characteristics suggest conscientiousness, thus indicating low impulsivity and low psychoticism. Faces high in symmetry have received significantly higher ratings for competence, intelligence and agreeableness [19]; and individuals wearing glasses tend to be rated as more intelligent [20]. Obadiah’s defining features are gloominess and depression, which are characteristic of neuroticism, the tendency to experience negative emotional states. Negative facial expression is directly related to neuroticism [21].

**Behavioural characteristics.** Eysenck [7] proposed that individual differences in nervous system structure/functioning could account for the emergence of personality traits. The biological basis of extraversion suggests extraverts are less cortically aroused than introverts. Drawing on Hebb’s [22] notion of optimal level of arousal, this implies that extraverts should be more comfortable under arousing conditions. Poppy is thus characterized as having high levels of general activation. Extraverts tend to demonstrate more body movements, and display greater levels of facial activity [23]. Studies have also
shown that extraversion is associated with greater levels of gesturing, more frequent head nods, and general speed of movement [15]. When communicating, extraverts are more likely to maintain direct facial posture and eye contact [24]. Extraverts tend to demonstrate fewer pauses, shorter silences, and fewer hesitations [25]. Spike is designed to display impulsive, aggressive qualities. Eysenck proposed that psychoticism - like extraversion – reflects low cortical arousal, but is linked to levels of male hormones (e.g. testosterone) that influence impulsivity. Individuals high in psychoticism tend to be verbally aggressive, argumentative and inappropriately assertive in communication [25]. When communicating, high scorers on disagreeableness display less visual attention, but more visual dominance. Disagreeable individuals do less back-channelling, indicating they listen less to conversational partners [26]. On the other hand Prudence has been given behavioural characteristics that the literature suggests are associated with low levels of psychoticism. For example, individuals who are thoughtful and reflective may show a predominance of upward looks [27], and high eye contact has been linked to competence, confidence, and self-esteem. Conscientious characters such as Prudence tend to avoid negations, negative emotion words and words reflecting discrepancies (e.g. should and would). Obadiah is created with behaviour that can be associated with some aspects of neuroticism. This agent’s speech tends to have low variation and a rather flat tone that reflects an emotional state which is low in activation. The literature suggests neuroticism predicts a negative emotional tone, and when communicating, high neuroticism scorers tend to have low, constant voice intensity [28]. Gaze avoidance and less eye contact are further cues [29].

3 SAL Architecture

Our system uses the SEMAINE API, a distributed multi-platform component integration framework for real-time interactive systems [30]. User’s acoustic and visual cues are extracted by analyser modules and then interpreted to derive information about the user (e.g. her emotional state and behavioral activity) and the dialogue’s state (such as change of speaking turn). The next step is to decide whether the agent should act either as a speaker or a listener. When the agent is the speaker, the Dialogue Manager module determines which sentence the agent can utter and with which communicative functions. Sentences are selected from a set of predefined utterances specific to each agent’s personality trait [35]. The communicative functions are instantiated in a list of multimodal behavioural signals. All possible sets of behaviours for a given communicative function are defined in the agent’s lexicon. On the other hand, when the agent is the listener, the Listener Intent Planner module decides when and how it should provide a backchannel signal. A two-steps algorithm is implemented. First potential backchannels are detected [5]. This step is done by analysing the user’s acoustic and visual behavior [31; 32]. As a second step, these potential backchannels are filtered by the Backchannel Selection module. It computes the displayed backchannels according to agent’s personality traits (emotion stability and extraversion) [62].
Each SAL agent is associated with its lexicon and its baseline. The lexicon for an agent contains the set of behaviours for any given communicative function. Each lexicon has been determined partly through perceptive tests \cite{33, 34} and partly by analysing videos of human interactions from the SEMAINE database \cite{35}. Each baseline is also set through videos analysis. For each agent, our system uses its own lexicon and expressivity parameters to compute the displayed behaviors. While it is not a model of personality per se, our approach does allow us to model agents with behavior patterns linked to its personality traits. Every time a character is called to interact with the user, both its lexicon and its baseline are automatically switched. In this way the generated animation varies according to the active agent.

Afterwards, the agent behaviour is realised according to the agent’s baseline characteristics that corresponds to the modality preference (gesture, face, head) and expressivity values on each modality \cite{11}. Finally, the agent’s animation is rendered and displayed on a PC screen in real-time.

4 Evaluation of Agent Personality by Human Viewers

Four distinctive agents have been created, each according to a specific personality. Moreover, we have developed a system that allows us to modify the values of the agents’ parameters in real time. This effort has been guided by psychological theory, with the aim to enhance the believability of the agents - albeit for psychologists, the issue of believability has not been important up until this point. Drawing again on personality literature, we adopted a method of testing our system which is frequently used when psychologists focus on individual differences between people. We evaluated agents’ personality and credibility as perceived by human viewers.

4.1 Personality judgements

Our behavioural characteristics are an important indicator of personality, and tend to be consistent across time and situations \cite{36}. It is thus possible to make broad judgements about the behavior of others and then use these judgements to predict future behavior. Our initial impressions strongly influence subsequent expectations about others’ behaviour and show surprising levels of inter-observer consensus and accuracy \cite{37}. Consensus and accuracy in judging personality are important topics of research in psychology \cite{38}. The most common way to assess accuracy is self-other agreement. Some studies suggest that self-other agreement increases with acquaintance \cite{39} and that consensus of personality ratings of close acquaintances is higher than ratings based on ‘zero acquaintance’ (observations of strangers). Others report no significant differences between the two \cite{40}. Whilst the evidence is mixed, it is nonetheless clear that exposure to short observations of a target’s behaviour can yield significant self-stranger agreement \cite{37}. Within the current context, this suggests that people should be capable of inferring personality based on zero acquaintance of virtual agents. We have used this approach to explore whether viewers’ (i.e. ‘strangers’) perception of agent’s character is consistent with the agent’s ‘actual’
personality as we have intended.

**Methods of measuring personality.** There is a broad literature which confirms that personality ratings based on reliable and valid personality questionnaires are repeatedly consistent between raters, and can demonstrate strong positive correlations between raters and self-reported personality [41]. Scores from adjective based scales such as the First Impression Interaction Procedure also provide consensus with self-ratings [42].

The stimuli used in such work can consist of short observations of behaviour, video clips or static facial images. The nature of the research tends to dictate the choice of stimuli employed. Close acquaintance research clearly depends on actual social contact. In zero acquaintance studies, short video clips are commonly used as stimuli, and a number of authors have demonstrated that brief expressive behaviour provides useful information [see meta-analysis, 43]. Other researchers opt for static photographs, and argue that the use of video footage which displays clothing, context etc may allow extraneous information to influence personality judgement [44]. The argument for using static images is that a viewer’s attention has to be focused explicitly on information provided by the target person’s innate facial features, and there is evidence that people frequently make personality judgements based on these cues alone [45].

Personality ratings based purely on facial appearance are not the focus of the current study. We provided our agents with a range of behavioural characteristics which we hoped would be perceived by raters as personality-dependent actions. We have constructed virtual characters varying in visual appearance, voice quality, vocal content and tone, and non-verbal behaviour. Vocal content was designed to reflect personality, and is part of agents’ behavioural elements repertoire. Selection of voice was by consensus of an international team of emotion/affective science researchers, and based on perceived congruence between actors and scripted content for each agent. One focus of the current study was to evaluate the importance of these behavioural and non-behavioural elements influencing the personality judgements of perceivers.

**Evaluation study.** Our ultimate goal is to evaluate real-time interaction by human users. However there is a trade-off between the enhanced ecological validity of real-time interaction, and the heightened control provided by showing the same sequence of communication and behavior to all participants. The realities of providing comparable real-time interactions with agents require consistent conversational interactions, and in this first stage of our research we opted for control. A further objective was to ensure raters’ attention was focused solely on agent characteristics. When people are involved in real-time interactions, they may be distracted by the external and internal demands of the interaction itself, and research suggests that people involved in face-to-face interactions may not be as accurate as those who observe video extracts of interactive behaviour [46]. Based on the zero-acquaintance paradigm we thus used a ‘first impressions’ approach. We believe this is an important first step in evaluating the personalities (and thus believability) of our agents.

In order to assess the influence of each Big Three dimension on perception of our characters, personality was rated both
on the basis of facial appearance alone (static coloured pictures), and on behavioural characteristics (short video clips of interactions between agents and human users). We also conducted adjectival analyses for each character, gauging the prevalence of adjectives typically associated with each of the three personality types. Supplementary ratings of believability, familiarity and consistency facilitated further insight in respect of coherence and credibility. It was predicted that Poppy would be rated highest in extraversion, with Spike perceived to be highest in psychoticism. We anticipated that Obadiah would obtain the highest neuroticism score. Prudence was created to be practical and pragmatic, with her defining characteristics expected to be conscientiousness. We thus expected this agent to obtain the lowest psychoticism score.

Given that facial appearance alone can be an accurate predictor of personality, we included comparisons of mean ratings for static and moving images. This allowed us 1) to assess the value of our work based on facial features alone, and 2) more fundamentally, to tease out the comparative richness (if any) of the information provided by the behavioural sequences. If we have been successful in creating agent personalities, then more information should be available for the viewer from the dynamic moving images, and mean ratings for each agent’s defined trait should be higher.

In selecting dynamic stimuli we addressed issues regarding exposure length and location extraction. The term ‘thin slices’ is commonly used in human personality research, and refers to short extracts of behaviour from which viewers can make judgements about personality traits and affective states [43]. It is an approach which is ideal for considering first impressions, and we incorporate this perspective in drawing inferences based on the characteristics exhibited by our agents. Thin slices of expressive behaviour are commonly used in zero acquaintance studies [45]. There is mixed evidence however as to whether slice length has an effect on accuracy. One might expect accuracy to increase in relation to increased exposure, i.e. increased accuracy as the amount of available information increases. A number of researchers report this is the case, e.g. Carney et al [47] reported increased accuracy for rating facial expressions based on observations ranging from 5s to 300s. Conversely, Ambady and Rosenthal’s [43] meta-analysis found no linear increase in consensus correlations in slices between 30s and 300s. There seems to be little empirical agreement on whether length of video clip has any effect on a rater’s ability to detect personality [47]. However this may be due to the type of judgement being made. Some personality constructs have fewer or conflicting cues, and viewers may require the extra information provided by increasing exposure length, e.g. one of the most difficult personality traits to judge seems to be neuroticism [48]. As it would not have been wise at this stage of our research to consider the interaction between exposure length and personality type, we chose not to manipulate the length of exposure between agents, but to control observations at the minimum exposure reported for accuracy [43]. Length of clip was held at 30s for each agent.

The issue of location, i.e. where within a movie clip a slice should be extracted is more straightforward. Carney, Colvin and Hall [47, p.1059] reason that ‘when strangers get to know each other’ during real time dialogue, information contained
early in the interaction may be less useful for making accurate personality assessments than the type of information available once the protagonists begin to relax, and get into conversation. These authors found accuracy was enhanced when ratings were based on later segments of a social interaction. Funder [49] similarly points to increased accuracy when ‘good’ information is taken from contexts where individuals can freely express their behavioural characteristics, and therefore provide insight as to their underlying personality traits. Such reasoning is fine within an Individual Differences research context. However the whole objective of our study was to get a bona fide assessment of the personalities currently depicted by our characters. Any attempt to proactively use stimuli containing ‘good’ information would conceivably be counterproductive and could arguably overestimate mean ratings. We thus opted for as ‘natural’ a scenario as possible, and chose an excerpt for each agent taken from the beginning of its interaction with a human user, i.e. what one would expect to see in the initial stages of communication when two strangers first meet up.

4.2 Method
Participants. 187 psychology students recruited from a university in Northern Ireland acted as raters (40 males, 147 females, ages ranging 18 to 47, mean age = 20.64). Evaluations of agent personality were completed over a period of five days, with the full sample split into five roughly equivalent groups based on individuals’ scheduled laboratory sessions.

Materials and procedure. Three groups of raters (N=110) initially assessed each agent’s personality based on still images of the agents’ appearance alone, prior to viewing the video clips. The other two groups (N=77) viewed the video clips first, followed by the static images. For both static images and film clips, the order of presentation was also counterbalanced for each agent: for example, of the two groups who viewed the film clips first, one group observed Poppy, followed by Spike, followed by Prudence, and finally Obadiah. The other group viewed Obadiah first, followed by Prudence, followed by Spike, and lastly Poppy. In each sequence, personalities appear by alternating valence.

The static image display for each agent consisted of 3 coloured pictures of the agent (full face and three-quarter right and left profiles) displayed simultaneously on a screen via a ceiling-mounted AV projector. External conditions in terms of lighting and camera angle are identical for each character. The image remained on screen while raters evaluated the agent in their own time (on average 2 minutes) using the six extraversion, six neuroticism and six psychoticism items taken from the abbreviated form of the Eysenck Personality Questionnaire Revised (EPQR-A) [50]. This is a forced-choice questionnaire with items rated as ‘yes’ or ‘no’. The questionnaire doesn’t test for the specific behaviours implemented, but for the general behaviours associated with the intended personality traits. Participants were asked to complete each of the eighteen items for each agent to rate (for example) ‘how you think each statement describes Poppy’. We used the EPQR-A because of its brevity and because it has been shown to be a reliable and valid measure of Eysenck’s three-factor model.

The 30sec video clip of each agent was also displayed on-screen via the ceiling-mounted AV projector. Characteristic of
initial interactions between strangers, each clip featured each agent’s prototypical visual and vocal interaction with the same human user (N.I. male). This commenced with the agent introducing themselves and then inquiring how the user is feeling, what they would like to talk about etc. Examples of the capabilities of the architecture and system may be accessed via the SEMAINE website [51].

In order to focus raters’ attention on the character itself, viewers were not shown visual images of the users, and users’ vocal responses were visually (and not audibly) displayed in an instant messenger type format at the bottom of the screen. After viewing an agent’s 30s video clip, raters again evaluated that agent using the EPQR-A. This process was reversed for the two groups who viewed the moving images first.

All raters then completed a five point Likert type adjective-based scale designed specifically for this study to provide additional indicators of agents’ state. The scale consisted of fourteen adjectival descriptors constituting seven bipolar opposites: agreeable/ disagreeable, interested/ not interested, positive/ negative, involved/ indifferent, spontaneous/ faked, sincere/ not sincere, warm/ cold. Participants finally rated characters’ credibility in terms of familiarity, believability and consistency on a similar five point Likert scale anchored at one end by the text ‘very much’ scoring 5, and at the other end by ‘not at all’ scoring 1.

4.3 Results
We initially assessed whether there were significant differences in mean overall EPQR-A ratings for each agent on each of the personality traits. Repeated measures ANOVAs show significant main effects of agent for extraversion ratings $F(3, 555) = 351.256, p<.001$; neuroticism $F(3, 558) = 166.055, p<.001$; and psychoticism $F(3, 555) = 476.703, p<.001$. Pair-wise comparisons reveal significant differences in scores (all at $p<.001$) between each agent and the respective other two for all 3 constructs judged. Poppy was rated significantly higher than the other agents for extraversion; Spike was rated significantly higher than other agents for psychoticism; Prudence was rated significantly lower than other agents for psychoticism; and Obadiah was rated significantly higher than other agents for neuroticism. Mean construct ratings for each agent are detailed in Table 2.

We also explored the profile of traits (extraversion, neuroticism and psychoticism ratings) within each of the agents, again based on overall scores. Repeated measures ANOVAs demonstrate significant main effects of construct for each character: Poppy $F(2, 370) = 235.215, p<.001$; Spike $F(2, 372) = 310.704, p<.001$; Prudence $F(2,370) = 119.847, p<.001$; and Obadiah $F(2, 370) = 619.756, p<.001$. Pair-wise comparisons show significant trait score differences within each of the agents. Poppy’s extraversion score is significantly higher than her psychoticism score ($p<.001$), which is in turn significantly higher than her neuroticism score ($p<.001$). Spike’s psychoticism score is significantly higher than his neuroticism score ($p<.001$) which is significantly higher than his extraversion score ($p<.001$). Prudence’s psychoticism score is significantly
lower than her extraversion score (p<.001) which is significantly lower than her neuroticism score (p<.001). Obadiah’s neuroticism score is significantly higher than his psychoticism score (p<.001) which is significantly higher than his extraversion score (p<.001).

**Stimuli effects.** In order to determine whether moving from picture to clip provided additional evidence in assessing personality, repeated measures analysis included order of rating as a factor. There were significant interactions between mode of stimuli and order of rating for the defined personality trait of all four agents: Poppy [F(1, 184)=14.733, p<.001, eta sq=.074]; Spike [F(1,183)=6.520, p=.011, eta sq=.034]; Prudence [F(1, 183)=8.607, p=.004, eta sq=.045]; and Obadiah [F(1, 184)=10.743, p=.001, eta sq=.055]. Mean ratings and standard deviations for the intended trait for each agent are presented in Table 3. When the film clips were presented following the still images, mean trait ratings based on the clips for Poppy, Spike and Obadiah were significantly higher than mean ratings for still pictures. Mean trait ratings for Prudence are significantly lower as would be expected for this agent. Conversely when moving from clips to pictures there are no significant differences in mean ratings for Spike, Prudence and Obadiah. Poppy’s extraversion score based on the film clip remains significantly higher than the picture rating for this agent. Graphical illustrations of these results are presented in Figure 2.

**Text analyses.** We further explored agents’ ratings with respect to our adjectival descriptions, and report mean scores on the seven bipolar descriptors of overall levels of agreeableness, warmth, involvement, positivity, sincerity, interest, and spontaneity. Table 4 details agent ratings (rank ordered) on the adjectival analyses. There were significant effects of agent for each description. Poppy’s mean ratings are highest for six of the seven descriptors - agreeableness, interest, positivity, involvement, spontaneity, sincerity and warmth. Prudence scored highest on sincerity. Spike received the lowest mean scores on agreeableness, interest, warmth, and sincerity. Obadiah was rated lowest on positivity, involvement and spontaneity.

**Credibility.** Agents’ familiarity, believability and consistency scores were reasonably high, all within the top half of the range. The overall mean rating for familiarity was 3.283. There was a significant effect of agent on mean familiarity ratings F(3, 534) = 6.491, p<.001. Rank ordered mean ratings for agents are illustrated in Table 5. Pairwise comparisons show Poppy is rated as significantly more familiar than all other agents (Spike p<.001, Prudence p=.004, and Obadiah p=.003). Spike’s familiarity ratings are significantly lower than those of Prudence (p=.043).

Overall mean believability rating was slightly higher at 3.738. There was no significant main effect of agent on mean believability scores F(3, 534) = 2.165, p=.091. Poppy’s mean ratings are lowest overall, and significantly lower than those of Obadiah (p=.029). There were no other significant differences in believability ratings.

Consistency ratings were highest, with an overall mean rating of 3.91. There was a significant effect of agent on consistency scores F(3, 531) = 6.339, p<.001. Poppy’s mean ratings are significantly higher than those of Spike (p<.001) and
Prudence (p=.013), and although higher than Obadiah’s ratings, this is not significant. Spike’s consistency rating is lowest, and significantly lower than the rating for Obadiah (p=.001).

4.4 Discussion
Our results provide what we believe is the first reported evidence of the viability of usage of human psychology constructs to define/shape behaviour of virtual characters. Our data indicate reliable signs of Big Three personality dimensions in animated characters as perceived by human viewers. As predicted, Poppy’s overall mean extraversion rating was significantly higher than all other agents; mean psychoticism rating for Spike was significantly higher than other agents; mean psychoticism score for Prudence was significantly lower than ratings for other agents; and Obadiah’s mean neuroticism rating was significantly higher than any other agent’s rating. Furthermore, the significant trait differences revealed within each agent suggests each is perceived as a fundamentally distinctive character possessing a unique pattern of personality traits.

These overall findings are encouraging at this stage in the development of the agents, particularly in light of the differential effects of personality type on accuracy ratings reported in personality literature. Previous research points to differences in the accurate perception of personality depending on the construct being observed. Extraversion is considered to have the most observable cues and this trait has previously been accurately assessed with only minimal observation by strangers [52]. Psychoticism has fewer available cues, but this trait can still be relatively accurately assessed as the opposite of agreeableness and conscientiousness (see [53] for agreeableness, and [52] for conscientiousness). On the other hand, neuroticism is one of the most difficult traits to detect, probably due to the lower number or conflicting nature of the behavioural cues reported in respect of this construct [54]. The fact that we have been able to bestow on Obadiah a set of behavioural cues which have been interpreted as representative of neuroticism is particularly encouraging. Furthermore, these characteristics contributed to Obadiah being perceived as the ‘least unbelievable’ character, and to his behaviour being rated as the second most consistent.

That said, it maybe the case that our raters simply picked up on Obadiah’s negative affect behaviour. The literature suggests that affect can be accurately judged during short observations [55] and this is consistent with an evolutionary approach to emotion [56]. Raters may have perceived Obadiah exhibiting generalized negative emotionality as opposed to the specific personality trait of neuroticism, and this might explain why this construct was so readily identified. Nonetheless, the fact that this agent was judged second lowest in psychoticism (also a negative trait) suggests that raters were indeed able to pick up on this agent’s neurotic tendencies.

Stimuli effects. Analyses of ratings based separately on clips and still photographs provide similar sets of results and corroborate the distinction between characters at both a behavioural and a visual level. We also considered whether
agents’ behaviour provided any additional information which would help inform raters’ judgement of personality type. A key finding is that moving from still picture to film clip provides additional information on each agent’s intended personality type. The presence of behavioural characteristics reinforces the personality profiles that are already emerging from the still pictures. For agents’ designed traits, the provided behavioural cues led to increased ‘accuracy’ against the criterion, or intended construct.

Crucially however, our analyses also indicate that each agent’s rating on the two other unintended personality traits seem to be higher when based on visual appearance alone. For example Poppy’s extraversion score is higher when behavioural cues are available, yet her neuroticism and psychoticism scores are higher when based purely on facial appearance. Whilst it cannot be excluded that such sharpening of profile would also be achieved by adding a limited number of additional still images, we believe that the addition of the behavioural elements is an important part of the current formation of the SAL system.

Credibility. Poppy is rated the most familiar and most consistent character, yet is not judged to be the most believable. A possible explanation, albeit speculative, is that the sense of familiarity and behavioural consistency exuded by Poppy’s character may stem from raters’ acquaintance with the coherent characteristics of a typically extraverted and attractive female cartoon character. Poppy may symbolise this archetypal character, and thus essentially be perceived as a simulated (and less human-like) product. Similar conclusions have been reached by [57] who explored the plausibility and appropriateness of non-verbal behaviours in agents. These authors comment that considering an agent as believable is not necessarily the same as considering them ‘human-like’. Further questions are raised in respect of Spike. Spike is both the least consistent and least familiar character, yet is not perceived to be the least believable. This may be due to those individuals who score high on psychoticism tending to portray behaviour which is perceived as fundamentally inconsistent by others. Raters may also have had less social interaction with those scoring high in psychoticism in general and thus found this character as least familiar. Alternatively, it may be the case that addressing the issue of ‘believability’ specifically in this way by human psychology methods is not fruitful. Nonetheless, our data suggest these agents ‘work’, because reasonably high ratings of overall familiarity, believability and consistency have been attained throughout.

Text analyses. Evaluation of agents on the adjectival descriptions further demonstrates that humans recognize agents’ communicative behaviour as manifesting the personality type intended. Each SAL agent is perceived as showing the back-channel signals which are compatible with its emotional traits. Poppy and Prudence are perceived as conveying signals which express positive communicative intentions (e.g. agreeableness, sincerity); Spike and Obadiah are perceived as conveying negative communicative intentions (e.g. low agreeableness, low positivity).

Issues. Our results suggest that the behaviour of the artificial constructs which we have created seems capable of being
interpreted as indicative of personality. These findings support work on personality perception in humans, indicating that when viewers are faced with artificial characters they seem to make similar personality inferences based on visual appearance and behavioural characteristics. Whilst the question of ‘believability’ remains outstanding, of key importance is the degree of success we have achieved in mapping the connections between behavioural characteristics assigned to our agents and the personality types as prescribed.

This study offers some insight into the benefits from behavioural cues. Raters’ perception of agents’ combined behavioural characteristics and facial appearance has tended to provide additional information in comparison to visual appearance alone. Nonetheless, further studies are required to tease out the contribution of different modalities by evaluating stimuli comprised solely of vocal information, visual information, and combined audio/visual behavioural cues.

A further issue relates to ‘slice length’. It may be that thin slice judgements are accurate precisely because they are snap judgements, made quickly and in the absence of other distractions. In a context such as this however, it could be argued that ‘less is best’, and that flaws in the characters may actually become more obvious as information is increased through longer periods of observation.

There is also evidence that personality assessment may reflect not only the behavioural information depicted by the target, but also ‘shared stereotypes’ which may influence personality perception [58]. Whilst stereotypes can lead to biased/incorrect judgements [59] the psychological literature suggests that particularly in zero acquaintance research, accuracy may in fact be mediated by a kernel of truth hypothesis [60] i.e. how valid the stereotype is. Despite the fact that there is a shared stereotype that females tend to be more emotional than males, in this study it is Obadiah who receives the highest Neuroticism score (indicating emotional instability) and not Poppy or Prudence as might be expected. This may imply that for this character at least, personality perception has not relied on shared stereotypical responses. When there is an increase in valid information, variables which lead to shared stereotypes tend to become less important [61], and inclusion of longer observation periods would help preclude any such prejudice.

Finally, the present effort highlights the interdisciplinary boundary as reflected in the use of the human psychology term ‘credibility’ and the Human Computer Interaction term ‘believability’. Future researchers should be aware that there is no absolute overlap between these terms.

**Conclusion.** In conclusion, this work has been an initial attempt to provide a baseline evaluation of our characters as they currently exist. Based on psychological theory, four different characters have been created, each portraying distinctive behavioural characteristics indicative of human personality types. The credibility of the characters however is relative, and behavioural comparisons have been made against other artificial constructs. As the characters develop, future research will focus on the process of factoring out the differing components of personality. Further work will explore the relative effica-
cy of the differing channels of communication contained within each clip. We also intend to assess perception of the agents based on increased exposure, and to conduct studies where appearance and behavioural cues are contradictory. Evaluation of an agent for example, possessing Obadiah’s facial appearance but displaying Poppy’s behavioural characteristics will allow us to tease apart the relative contributions of each of these stereotypical components. This will build on our earlier work which shows that users perceive differences in the behaviours of an agent even if its appearance is the same [62]. The aim is to enhance agents’ ability to interact believably with human users. Our evaluations indicate that this may be achievable. However a true test will require full evaluation of the actual interactions themselves.
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Table 1: General description of the baseline of each SAL character for the two modalities face and gesture. The 6 expressivity parameters are the frequency, speed, spatial volume, energy, fluidity, and repetitivity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Preference</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Spatial volume</th>
<th>Energy</th>
<th>Fluidity</th>
<th>Repetitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Poppy</strong></td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>face</strong></td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>gesture</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spike</strong></td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>high</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>face</strong></td>
<td>high</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>gesture</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prudence</strong></td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>face</strong></td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>gesture</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Obadiah</strong></td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>face</strong></td>
<td>low</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>low</td>
<td>low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>gesture</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Agents’ EPQR-A (minval = 0; maxval = 6) mean construct ratings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Extraversion ratings</th>
<th>Psychoticism ratings</th>
<th>Neuroticism ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overall</td>
<td>Clip</td>
<td>Still</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poppy</td>
<td>4.97</td>
<td>5.63</td>
<td>4.31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spike</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>1.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prudence</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.89</td>
<td>2.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obadiah</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.69</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3: Mean EPQR-A (minval = 0; maxval = 6) ratings for intended trait for each agent

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agent</th>
<th>Picture Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Clip Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Clip Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>Picture Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poppy (extraversion)</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>5.64***</td>
<td>0.958</td>
<td>5.61**</td>
<td>0.891</td>
<td>5.01</td>
<td>1.618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spike: high (psychoticism)</td>
<td>4.69</td>
<td>1.450</td>
<td>5.18**</td>
<td>1.075</td>
<td>5.26</td>
<td>0.938</td>
<td>5.29</td>
<td>0.971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prudence: low (psychoticism)</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>1.212</td>
<td>0.65*</td>
<td>0.975</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>1.089</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obadiah (neuroticism)</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>1.772</td>
<td>4.92**</td>
<td>1.334</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>1.193</td>
<td>4.96</td>
<td>1.322</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* denotes order of presentation

Table 4: Comparisons between agents indicating rank order of mean ratings (value range 1-5) for adjectival descriptions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjectival descriptions (bipolar)</th>
<th>High Mean ratings</th>
<th>Low Mean ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>agreeableness</td>
<td>Poppy 8.20 &gt; Prudence 7.79 &gt; Obadiah 5.38 &gt; Spike 3.77</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interest</td>
<td>Poppy 7.89 &gt; Prudence 7.39 &gt; Obadiah 4.42 &gt; Spike 4.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>positivity</td>
<td>Poppy 8.83 &gt; Prudence 7.65 &gt; Spike 3.64 &gt; Obadiah 3.34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>involvement</td>
<td>Poppy 7.48 &gt; Prudence 7.06 &gt; Spike 4.86 &gt; Obadiah 4.49</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spontaneity</td>
<td>Poppy 6.32 &gt; Spike 6.01 &gt; Prudence 5.00 &gt; Obadiah 5.12</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sincerity</td>
<td>Prudence 7.17 &gt; Poppy 6.65 &gt; Obadiah 6.15 &gt; Spike 5.32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warmth</td>
<td>Poppy 8.27 &gt; Prudence 7.13 &gt; Obadiah 4.51 &gt; Spike 3.65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Agents within a row sharing a common subscript are not significantly different at the p<.05 level

> greater than

Table 5: Comparisons between agents indicating rank order of mean ratings (value range 1-5) for credibility

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Credibility</th>
<th>High Mean ratings</th>
<th>Low Mean ratings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Familiarity</td>
<td>Poppy 3.61 &gt; Prudence 3.31 &gt; Obadiah 3.14 &gt; Spike 3.07</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Believability</td>
<td>Obadiah 3.84 &gt; Spike 3.78 &gt; Prudence 3.70 &gt; Poppy 3.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>Poppy 4.06 &gt; Obadiah 4.01 &gt; Prudence 3.85 &gt; Spike 3.70</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

> greater than
Fig 1. The 4 SAL agents (from left to right): Poppy, Spike, Obadiah and Prudence

Fig 2. Graphical illustration of mean EPQR-A (minval = 0; maxval = 6) ratings of agents’ intended traits, based on order of rating
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